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Collects Captain Marvel (2019) #1-5. Captain Marvel comes home! Carol Danvers has spent months in space protecting the
planet, but now she’s back on Earth. And New York City has never looked so good — until a powerful villain turns Manhattan’s
Roosevelt Island into an apocalyptic wasteland! Cut off from the rest of the world, Carol needs a new crew — including SpiderWoman, Hazmat and Echo — to kick-start a revolution! But which face from her past is about to reappear and change everything?
The life of every man, woman and child on the island rests on Carol’s shoulders — it’s time to show exactly why they call her
“Earth’s Mightiest Hero”!
Spider-Man continues to rub shoulders with the Marvel Universe's best and brightest! First, it's a night out on the town with SpiderMan and She-Hulk! All the thwipping and quipping...and none of the calories! Then, Spidey plummets into action with the all new
Captain Marvel! Unfortunately, they're 50,000 feet up - and only one of them can fly! And when a Boston-based brawl breaks out
between a 50-foot madwoman and an army of privatized mecha-police, guess who's caught in between? Plus, the team-up you've
all been waiting for: Spider-Man and Deadpool take on...high school?! The devilishly dangerous Deadpool helps Spidey dodge
bullets and bullies - but is there more to the mayhem than meets the eye? It's a Spider-Man story that will thrill and chill - and make
you laugh! COLLECTING: Avenging Spider -Man 7, 9-10, 12-13
Adolescent girls can be real monsters. Maude is twelve which is just about that age when some girls turn into flesh-eating wildcats.
As her detective dad investigates a series of strange mauling attacks, Maude begins to worry that she might be the killer. From the
creative team that brought you the groundbreaking Eisner-nominated series Mockingbird, this trade paperback collects the first
story arc of the unconventional coming-of-age taleÑincluding the informative survival handbook, "CAT FIGHT! A BOYS" GUIDE
TO DANGEROUS CATS" and all-new never-before-published extras! Collects MAN-EATERS #1-4
Collecting Marvel’s Captain Marvel Prelude, Marvel Super-Heroes (1967) #13, Ms. Marvel (1977) #1, Ms. Marvel (2006) #1,
Captain Marvel (2012) #1, Generations: Captain Marvel & Captain Mar-Vell And Life Of Captain Marvel (2018) #1. Prepare for
Captain Marvel’s cinematic debut with titanic tales setting the stage for the Marvel Universe’s mightiest hero! When an encounter
with Kree soldier Mar-Vell grants Carol Danvers amazing powers, she begins a costumed career as Ms. Marvel! Determined to
prove herself the best of the best in a world full of fearsome foes, Carol takes on the mantle of Captain Marvel — and the
responsibility of protecting the entire planet! But what happens when she comes face-to-face with Mar-Vell who died years before?
Plus: Look back at Carol’s early days, and learn what shaped the woman behind the mask!
The heroine’s journey echoes throughout ancient legend. Each young woman combats her dark side and emerges stronger. This
quest is also a staple of American comic books. Wonder Woman with semi-divine powers gives us a new female-centered creation
story. Batgirl, Batwoman and Black Widow discover their enemy is the dark mother or shadow twin, with the savagery they’ve
rejected in themselves. Supergirl similarly struggles but keeps harmony with her sister. From Jessica Jones and Catwoman to the
new superwomen of cutting-edge webcomics, each heroine must go into the dark, to become not a warrior but a savior. Women
like Captain Marvel and Storm sacrifice all to join the ranks of superheroes, while their feminine powers and dazzling costumes
reflect the most ancient tales.
A detailed semiological analysis of the film prepared with the general reader, students and teachers in mind. For those who would
like to use it as a teaching and learning aid in a classroom situation the film has been segmented into thirteen sequences for use in
single class periods. Includes a glossary of film and critical terms.
Experience 80 iconic images representing 80 years of Marvel! Throughout its eight-decade history, the House of Ideas has
published countless unforgettable covers, splash pages, posters, pinups, panels and sequences by an array of timeless talents.
This volume celebrates 80 of the best, drawn from every era of Marvel, along with commentaries and appreciations from Marvel's
greatest creators and other notables! Legendary characters including Spider-Man, Captain America, the X-Men, the Avengers and
the Fantastic Four join Marvel monsters, genre stars and modern-day champions like Kamala Khan in the ultimate visual
celebration of Marvel Comics!
When the United States Secret Service needs to make sure a location is safe for the president, they call Matt Price, a.k.a. Brain
Boy, the world's most powerful telepath. Raised by his parents' employer after their deaths, Matt studied and honed his incredible
psychic abilities under the tutelage of Albright Industries. Jump back in time to one of Brain Boy's first missions with this #0 issue. *
He may have a powerful mind, but he's in over his head! * Collects the _Brain Boy_ run from _Dark Horse Presents_! * Fred Van
Lente (_Archer & Armstrong_) and Freddie Williams II (_Green Arrow_, _Captain Atom_) team up! * A great jumping-on point for
new readers! ![Project Black Sky](http://images.darkhorse.com/digital/common/pbs.png "Project Black Sky")
by Michael Eury Captain Action was introduced in 1966 in the wake of the Batman TV show craze, and quickly received his own
DC comic book with art by Wally Wood. Able to assume the identities of 13 famous super-heroes, his initial career was short-lived,
but continuing interest in the hero led to a recent return to toy-store shelves. Lavishly illustrated with over 200 toy photos, this new
trade paperback by author Michael Eury chronicles the history of this quick-changing champion, including photos of virtually every
Captain Action product ever released, spotlights on his allies Action Boy and the Super Queens, and his arch-enemy Dr. Evil; an
examination of his comic-book appearances; and "Action Facts" that even the most die-hard Captain Action fan won't know! It
features a foreword, new cover, and unseen package illos by Murphy Anderson, plus historical anecdotes by the late Gil Kane, Jim
Shooter, Stan Weston (co-creator of G.I. Joe, Captain Action, and Mego's World's Greatest Super-Heroes line), and Larry Reiner
and Larry O'Daly, formerly of Ideal Toys. Plus, never-before-published Captain Action artwork by Gil Kane, Joe Staton, Carmine
Infantino, Jerry Ordway, and Murphy Anderson. Makes an excellent Christmas gift! (Twomorrows Publishing) SC, 8x11, 160pg,
b&w
Collects Captain Marvel #1-6. The "Mightiest" of Earth's Mightiest Heroes is back! Ace pilot. Legendary Avenger. One hundred
percent pure bad-^&*. Carol Danvers has a new name, a new mission - and all the power she needs to make her own life a living
hell. As the new Captain Marvel, Carol is forging from a challenge from her past! It's a firefight in the sky as the Banshee Squadron
debut - but who are the Prowlers, and where has Carol seen them before? And how does secret NASA training program Mercury
13 fit in? Witness Captain Marvel in blazing battlefield action that just may change the course of history! Avengers Time Travel
Protocols: engage!
A lavishly illustrated guide for collectors and fans provides a thorough look inside the world of comics from Marvel to DC,
describing its many characters and creators, and relating its unique and cultural history.
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Collects Fantastic Four (1961) #65, Ms. Marvel (1977) #1, Captain Marvel (1968) #52, Quasar #9, Avengers (1963) #346, Captain
America (1998) #8, material from Captain America (1968) #399 and more. They’re set to wow you in theaters, but who are the
Kree warriors known as Starforce? Get to know Captain Marvel and her spacefaring allies with these classic adventures! Ronan
the Accuser makes first contact between the Kree and Earth — and he may be judge, jury and executioner for the Fantastic Four!
Kree scientist Dr. Minerva targets Avengers sidekick Rick Jones for abduction! Carol Danvers takes on her first costumed identity
as Ms. Marvel! Captain Atlas confronts cosmic protector Quasar, Korath the Pursuer clashes with Captain America, and the
Starforce battles the Avengers! Finally, Carol and Cap face Bron Char of the Kree Lunatic Legion!

Collects Marvel Super-Heroes (1967) #13; Ms. Marvel (1977) #1, 19; Avengers (1963) #183-184; Uncanny X-Men (1963)
#164; Logan: Shadow Society (1996) #1; Avengers (1998) #4; Iron Man (1998) #85; Ms. Marvel (2006) #32-33; Captain
Marvel (2012) #1. She has one of comics’ most richly varied careers — both in and out of costume! Carol Danvers has
been a U.S. Air Force pilot, an undercover agent and a NASA security chief — but after meeting Kree warrior Mar-Vell,
she gained incredible powers of her own, becoming Ms. Marvel! She soon joined the Avengers but later took to outer
space as the cosmic Binary! Years later, a new name — Warbird — accompanied Carol’s return to Earth’s Mightiest
Heroes and her later position as a government-appointed agent. But at last, Carol Danvers has embraced her legacy —
and now flies higher and faster as Captain Marvel!
Wonder Woman, Harley Quinn, Shuri, and Black Widow. These four characters portray very different versions of women:
the superheroine, the abuse victim, the fourth wave princess, and the spy, respectively. In this in-depth analysis of female
characters in superhero media, the author begins by identifying ten eras of superhero media defined by the way they
portray women. Following this, the various archetypes of superheroines are classified into four categories: boundary
crossers, good girls, outcasts, and those that reclaim power. From Golden Age comics through today's hottest films,
heroines have been surprisingly assertive, diverse, and remarkable in this celebration of all the archetypes.
Collects Captain Marvel (2019) #12-17. Captain Marvel takes on the Avengers — to the death! Carol Danvers has fought
alien hordes. Rescued the X-Men. Punched Thanos in the face. Literally saved the world! But now she faces her greatest
challenge: kill her fellow Avengers! And she has 24 hours to do it! But why?! As the nightmare becomes reality and
Earth’s Mightiest Heroes begin to fall one by one, what does this mean for Carol — and for the world? When the
mastermind behind Carol’s deadly transformation is revealed, she must finally reconcile her human and alien sides — or
lose them both. But as a plan begins to form, will the power of the Avengers be enough to save the world? It’s a
shocking new direction for Captain Marvel — and life on Earth will never be the same!
From the concert stage to the dressing room, from the recording studio to the digital realm, SPIN surveys the modern
musical landscape and the culture around it with authoritative reporting, provocative interviews, and a discerning critical
ear. With dynamic photography, bold graphic design, and informed irreverence, the pages of SPIN pulsate with the
energy of today's most innovative sounds. Whether covering what's new or what's next, SPIN is your monthly VIP pass to
all that rocks.
The explosive aftermath of their shocking discovery has pushed captain Grix and acolyte Vess to the furthest reaches of
their solar system. Once unknowing pawns of an ubiquitous religion and pervasive mega-corporation, the now-renegade
team is alone after revealing to the world that these "enemy" groups are in cahoots--but not for long. And when their crew
encounters a group of ruthless spacefaring privateers, they might not be safe for long either. Volume two of the sweeping
sci-fi saga is beautifully crafted by Hugo Award winner G. Willow Wilson (Wonder Woman, Ms. Marvel, acclaimed
novelist of The Bird King and Alif the Unseen), and realized through the bold and singular art of Eisner winner Christian
Ward (Black Bolt). Collect Invisible Kingdom #6-#10.
Eisner Winner for Best New Series of 2020! Hugo and World Fantasy Award-winning author G. Willow Wilson (Ms.
Marvel) and acclaimed artist Christian Ward (2020 Eisner Winner for Best Painter/Digital Artist on this title) team up for
an epic sci-fi saga! In a small solar system in a far-flung galaxy, two women—one a young religious acolyte and the other,
a hard-bitten freighter pilot—uncover a conspiracy between the leaders of the most dominant religion and an allconsuming mega-corporation. On the run from reprisals on both sides, this unlikely pair must decide where their loyalties
lie—and risk plunging the world into anarchy if they reveal the truth. Collects Invisible Kingdom #1–#5.
Ambushed while protecting an important foreign dignitary, Matt Price, a.k.a. Brain Boy, finds himself wrapped up in
political intrigue. An assassination plot that could derail a key United Nations conference sets Brain Boy on a collision
course with a man whose mental powers rival his own! Get ready for a psychic smackdown over the streets of New York
City! * Written by New York Times best-selling author Fred Van Lente (_Archer and Armstrong, G.I. Joe_) with art by R.
B. Silva (_Superboy, Jimmy Olsen_)! ![Project Black Sky](http://images.darkhorse.com/digital/common/pbs.png "Project
Black Sky")
Collects Marvel Treasury Special: Captain America’s Bicentennial Battles (1976) #1, Mighty Marvel Bicentennial
Calendar 1976. The Marvel Treasury Edition that celebrated 200 years of the United States of America is back, as big as
life and better than ever! From the unparalleled imagination of Jack Kirby, it’s a time-spanning adventure featuring
Captain America on an incredible journey through his nation’s past — from the American Revolution through two world
wars…and more! Steve Rogers meets major historical figures, makes quite an impact on Benjamin Franklin — and takes
inspiration from two centuries of American struggle and progress! Reprinted in all its oversize glory along with suitably
patriotic special features, this is one of the Sentinel of Liberty’s wildest adventures of all, without which no Cap collection
is complete!
The American Comic Book Chronicles continues its ambitious series of FULL-COLOR HARDCOVERS, where
TwoMorrows' top authors document every decade of comic book history from the 1940s to today! Bill Schelly authors the
volume on the 1950s era of Marilyn Monroe and Elvis Presley, with a year-by-year account of the most significant
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publications, notable creators, and impactful trends, including: the rise of the great EC “New Trend” titles (Tales of the
Crypt, Weird Science), Harvey Kurtzman’s Mad, and Carl Barks’ classic work on Donald Duck and Uncle Scrooge! The
re-tooling of the Flash in Showcase #4 that kicked off the Silver Age of Comics, and the introduction of DC’s Martian
Manhunter, Adam Strange and the new Green Lantern! Plus the return of the Timely heroes Captain America, the
Human Torch and Sub-Mariner, and the birth of Joe Simon and Jack Kirby’s Fighting American and The Fly! Read about
the publication of Dr. Fredric Wertham’s notorious anti-comics book Seduction of the Innocent and the Senate hearings
on juvenile delinquency that led to the creation of the Comics Code, changing the face of comics for decades to come!
These are just a few of the events chronicled in this exhaustive full-color hardcover! Taken together, American Comic
Book Chronicles forms a cohesive, linear overview of the entire landscape of comics history, sure to be an invaluable
resource for ANY comic book enthusiast!
This book explores how the heroes and villains of popular comic books—and the creators of these icons of our
culture—reflect the American experience out of which they sprang, and how they have achieved relevance by adapting to,
and perhaps influencing, the evolving American character. • Includes contributions from 70 expert contributors and
leading scholars in the field, with some of the entries written with the aid of popular comic book creators themselves •
Provides sidebars within each entry that extend readers' understanding of the subject • Offers "Essential Works" and
"Further Reading" recommendations • Includes a comprehensive bibliography
Collects Captain America: Sentinel of Liberty (1998) #1; Captain America (2004) 16-17; Captain America and the Secret
Avengers (2011) #1; material from Tales of Suspense (1959) #75-76, 85; Age of Heroes (2010) #3. Sharon Carter is one
of the world’s most capable and determined secret agents! Grandniece of World War II agent Peggy Carter, the
S.H.I.E.L.D. operative called Agent 13 proudly upholds her family’s fight for truth and justice. Now, thrill to some of her
greatest battles! From her first encounter with Captain America as they battle Batroc the Leaper, to Sharon’s tenure as
director of S.H.I.E.L.D.! But when Cap and Sharon team up to face down Crossbones and Sin, will their long-buried
feelings for each other resurface? Plus: Sharon joins the Black Widow to hunt down a rogue assassin—and defends
Avengers Tower from the Absorbing Man!
New York City becomes infested and eight million people are plagued. Normal people are getting Spider-Powers. But not
all of them realise that with great power must also come great responsibility. As the brilliantly fearsome Jackal rises from
the past and begins organising an army of spider-powered soldiers, how can the heroes of NYC hope to contain millions
of wall-crawling New Yorkers?
COLLECTING: CAPTAIN MARVEL (2012) #1-12. Carol Danvers has a new codename and is determined to prove herself the best of the
best! She's forging a new future for herself as Captain Marvel, but finds that she still can't walk away from a challenge from her past! It's a
firefight in the sky as the Banshee Squadron debut - but who are the Prowlers, and where has Carol seen them before? Witness her in
blazing battlefield action that just may change the course of history! Then, the Avengers' new Captain Marvel meets their old one - Monica
Rambeau! But what's Monica's problem? Can they resolve it before a threat from the ocean depths attacks?
“I’ve never seen more information about Wonder Woman than in Wonder Woman Unbound. Tim Hanley tells us everything we’ve never
asked about Wonder Woman, . . . from her mythic Golden Age origins through her dismal Silver Age years as a lovesick romance comic
character, and worse yet, when she lost her costume and powers in the late 1960s. Our favorite Amazon’s saga becomes upbeat again with
the 1970s advent of Gloria Steinem and Ms. magazine, and Lynda Carter’s unforgettable portrayal of her on television. And it’s all told with a
dollop of humor!” —Trina Robbins, author of Pretty in Ink With her golden lasso and her bullet-deflecting bracelets, Wonder Woman is a
beloved icon of female strength in a world of male superheroes. But this close look at her history portrays a complicated heroine who is more
than just a female Superman. Tim Hanley explores Wonder Woman’s lost history, delving into her comic book and its spin-offs as well as the
motivations of her creators, to showcase the peculiar journey of a twentieth-century icon—from the 1940s, when her comics advocated female
superiority but were also colored by bondage imagery and hidden lesbian leanings, to her resurgence as a feminist symbol in the 1970s and
beyond. Tim Hanley is a comic book historian. His blog, Straitened Circumstances, discusses Wonder Woman and women in comics, and his
column “Gendercrunching” runs monthly on Bleeding Cool. He lives in Halifax, Nova Scotia.
Collects The Unstoppable Wasp #5-8, Tales to Astonish #44. This is it! The Red Room wants Nadia back, and they'll pull out all the stops to
get her. The clock is ticking and both Nadia and her friend Ying's lives are in the balance. That means the geniuses of G.I.R.L. are up against
their fi rst real science challenge! Can they outsmart the Red Room, or will Nadia be forced back to the bunker? Whatever happens, Nadia's
fate will be forever altered - but can the original Wasp, Janet Van Dyne, help her find a way forward? When they get together, few can resist
their sting! Plus, in a classic tale, Janet Van Dyne meets Hank Pym, and a heroic legacy is born - as Ant-Man and the Wasp battle the
Creature from Kosmos!
The Black Vortex, an ancient artifact imbued with immeasurable power, is now in the hands of Mr. Knife! With billions of lives potentially at
stake, Peter Quill, the Legendary Star-Lord, is going to have to dust off his thieving gloves. But with Knife's Slaughter Squad protecting him,
Peter's probably going to need some help... COLLECTING: Guardians of the Galaxy & X-Men: The Black Vortex Alpha 1, Guardians of the
Galaxy 24-25, Legendary Star-Lord 9-11, All-New X-Men 38-39, Guardians Team-Up 2, Nova 28, Cyclops 12, Captain Marvel 14, Guardians
of the Galaxy & X-Men: The Black Vortex Omega 1
COLLECTING: CAPTAIN MARVEL (2014) #12-15, CAPTAIN MARVEL & THE CAROL CORPS #1-4. Stellar combat and Secret Wars!
Captain Marvel's time as an astronomical Avenger has pitted her against some of the worst the galaxy has to offer, not least the Haffensye
Consortium! They've been tracking Carol and Tic for weeks - and now they've finally caught up! Carol Danvers barely survived the last time
she squared off against the Haffensye - is there any chance that she could be so lucky again? Then, when the Multiverse ends, there is only
Battleworld. And in the domain of Hala Field, the elite Carol Corps are the best of the best, who will take down anyone and everyone who
threatens their Captain! Riding with them takes guts, guile and a whole lot of grit - so get ready to aim high, fly, fight and win!
This collection of essays examines various rituals and ceremonies in American popular culture, including architecture, religion, television
viewing, humor, eating, and dancing.
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